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A91-F872-007 (DEC 881/8 
MemcDwmELL IC)CB~LIGIAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COWANY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
ysis Methodo 
Analyze LW initial 
assembly & turnaround 
flows for diagnostic test 
that can benefit from 
expefl systems 
Analysis of Analogous 
Ground Test 
1 Identify & analyze 
Develop rules & 
knowledge base for a 
specific test 
~ a l c u l a ~ e  core rule set 
memory reqmts for 
e knowledge base 
Analysis of Shuttle 
Math Models 
-- 
Calculate memory reqmts 
for integrated LTV 
knowledge base by 
extrapolating ECLSS 
requirements to a11 L N  
subsystems 
Analysis of KSC 
All Systems 
Analyze existing KSC Al 
systems for relative sizes 
of knowledge base, 
memory reqmts, 8" of 
components 8 
measurements 
monitored, & exception 
d boxes denote major results 
(SYMW.PPT) 8/5/91 Page: 90 
A91 -F872-007 (DEC 88)/B 
MGmomMEeL DOUG~AS 
SPACE SVSIEMS COMPANY-KEMNEDe7Y SPACE CENTER 
ysis Methodo 
D Each LTV processing procedureltask was assigned one of the following 
rankings 
Category I - A procedure/task that is a physical task done by an astronaut or 
telersbot 
Category 2 - A procedure/task that could benefit from advanced AI technology 
ie. vision systems, pattern matching, inspection beyond the scope of this 
expert system analysis 
Category 3 - A procedure/task that is strictly a diagnostic test and/or checkout 
that can be accomplished by an expert system 
Category 4 - A procedure/task that is primarily an IVA astronaut activity 
power vehicle down, take pictures that could benefit marginally by using 
Al/expert systems 
Q An estimate of manpower savings for all Category 3 tasks was calculated 
as a result of utilizing only one IVA astronaut to supervise expert system 
vs. baseline 2 - 3 astronauts per checkout task 
(SYM0806 PPT) W5B1 Page 11 



MCrnONNELlmg, rnOUG&AS 
SPACE SYSTEMS CQILPPAPtY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
Q Shuttle subsystem math models are used for training and 
certification of Firing Room console operators 
2 
B They are based on the number of components and measurements in 
I-4 each vehicle system, and therefore reflect the relative size and 
complexity of each system 
A repartitioning of the current Shuttle vehicle systems into projected 
vehicle systems of the future LTV was conducted to accommodate 
for differences between the two vehicles 
The relative size of each vehicle system was needed to extrapolate 
the computer memory requirements for all vehicle systems once the 
ECLSS estimate was oebtained 
(SYMOB06.PPT) 815191 Page: 15 

level I 
MCrnee%)B&k%MEIL DOQ1BGlAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
Approach for Estimatincl @ E x ~ e r t  Pi Svsdem a Reouiaenaents --- 
For LTV Diagnostic Test & Checkout 
Level 3 
I I 
(SYMOBOG.PPT) W5A1 Page: 17 
A91 -F872-007 (DEC 88)/8 
MCDOWWELg.  I=DO(LIGLISLS 
SPACE SYSTElkIS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
A single valve test, the Cabin Pressure Relief Valve, within the ARPCS subsystem of the Shuflle ECLSS system 
was coded into an actual expefi system knowledge base on a PC. The nominal test, in which no unexpected results or 
problems occur, was based on an actual Operation and Maintenance instruction (OMI) in use today. The results provide 
guidelines and expressions to predict the total memory requirements of a knowledge base of any system whose number 
of components and required measurements are known. Results show that each object in the system requires three facts 
to represent its state. An object may be a component or a measurement. Fads are simply data items about an object 
such as its state, (ie. open, closed, on etc.) or a minimum or maximum value for a measurement for example. Rules 
define either the condition of the system based on the facts or they control the flow of the test. Any &st requires a 
standard set of steps such as starl systems, read data items etc. Each test then has specific rules which make up the 
remainder of the flow for a nominal test. Memory is also required to access current and historical sets of specific fact data 
items stored in a database. Memory is also required to store the actual experl system inference engine which sequences 
or applies the rules for a given knowledge base. 
(SYMOBBG.PPT) 8/5/91 Page: 18 
A91 -F872-007 (DEC 88)/8 
MCrnOrnNELL rnO.S%rGLAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KE&NEDV S'BiCE C E N T 7  
ts of Bui ding a Samp e Know edge Base 
0 Results of this exercise showed that there are approximately: 
- 3 facts per object an object is defined as a measurement or component 
- 40 bytes per fact a fact is for example "relief valve 1 is open") 
- 270 bytes per rule 
2 
QI 
- 15 Generic Baseline Rules required per test sequence 
- Test Specific Rules required per test 20% times the number of objects 
- 70K of memory required for database access 
- 282K of memory required for an inference engine 
(SYM0806.PPT) 8/5/91 Page: 19 

MCmONNELI DOUGLAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE CEMTER 
Q ARPCS was analyzed to determine the proceduresltasks that are carried 
out when a problem is encountered while conducting a diagnostic test 
CI Procedures and knowledge obtained from expert interviews with NASA 
test engineers 
0 Results of this analysis showed that within the troubleshooting 
procedures for ARPCS there are approximately : 
- 79 objects 
- 237 facts 
- 120 Generic Baseline Rules 
- 656 Test Specific Rules 
(SYM0806.PPT) W5191 Page: 21 
D Since ARPCS comprises 22.43% of ECLSS, the exception processing 
requirements were extrapolated for the entire ECLSS 
O Results of this extrapolation indicate that within the troubleshooting 
procedures for ECLSS there are approximately: 
2 
tD 
- 352 objects 
= 1,056 facts 
- 535 Generic Baseline Rules 
= 2,925 Test Specific Rules 
(SYMOBOS.PP7) 8/5i91 Page: 22 

A91-F872-007 (DEC 88)/8 
MCDONN1ELL DOUGLAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
core (633 components in ECLSS) * (3 facts 
r object) * (40 bytes per fact) 
Generic Baseline Rule Memory 4 . M  (I 5 Generic Baseline Rules) * (270 bytes 
per rule) 
d Test Specific Rule Mem 3 4 . x  ts) * (20%) * (270 bytes per 
Y 
Exception Proc. Rule Memory 980.0K (21 9.8K memory required for exception 
processing in ARPCS) / (22.43% - which 
is the relative size of ARPCS to ECLSS) 
Database Access 70.OK (Estimated from prior experience in 
building expert systems) 
19;g;~ f l i  i i  ve,q~\l Applieatbn Speb~rr~ u v r  J (76.OK + 4.1 K + 34.2K + 980.OK + 7O.OK) 
* (30% for application specific GUI) 
Knowledge Base "1.51 MB 
( S Y M W . P P T )  8/5/91 Page: 24 
MCrnONNELL DOUGLAS 
SPACE SMIEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPkCE CENTER 
1.51 MB for ECLSS know edge base 
plus 
.28 MB for inference engine 
equals 
1.80 MB memory required to run ECLSS expert system 
(SYM0806.PPT) 8/5/91 Page: 2: 
A91 -F872-007 (DEC 88)/B 
McmommEeL I~OL~GLAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
I ustrating Memory Requirements 1 when Running A Sing e System At Any One Time 
-- -- ~ 
Payloads 
L Fuel Cells 
T RCS 
V Propellant Tanks 
Instrumentation 
Communications 
Y ECLSS 
S 
t Mechanisms 
e Power 
rn GNC 
s Main Engines 
Megabytes 
(SYMW.PPT)  @5Bl Page: 26 
A91 -F872-007 (DEC B8)/B 
MCDONNELI DOUGLAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE C W E R  
The primary result of this analysis is the memory required per LTV system to represent autonomous checkout 
knowledge. The results have been obtained by examining the ECLSS system in detail and extrapolating the results, 
based on relative system sizes (number of components and complexity), to the other systems. If all systems are run 
simultaneously a total of 30MB of memory would be required. However, although this is the way the Shuttle is monitored 
and tested prior to launch, it may not be required for On-Orbit vehicle systems. Some partitioning of system tests may be 
allowable. This reduce the overall requirement to a number somewhere between the 8.4MB required for the minimum 
system and the 30MB total. Further analysis will be required to determine what if any test partitioning would be 
acceptable. 
The IVA labor savings is based on previous analysis by this and other studies to predict total manual checkout labor 
requirements. The savings are totally due to only requiring one supervisor when using an autonomous system as 
opposed to three test conductors for the manual case, 
(SYMOBOS.PPT) 8/5/91 Page: 27 
A91 -F872-007 (DEC 88)/B 
IILICDONEILL. DOUGLA* 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPA NY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
Summary of Requirements 
CI 8.35 MB memory required to execute largest LTV expert system 
Management 
D Approximately 30MB of memory required to execute all LTV expert 
systems simultaneously 
-4 
h, 
VI 
400 MB disk space required for recording 4 to 6 hours of real time vehicle 
data 
54% IVA manpower savings for LTV testlcheckout using automated 
diagnostic checkout procedures with single astronaut supervising (1 60 
man-hours for initial assembly and 81 6 man-hours for refurbishment 
saved 
(SYM0806.PPT) 8/5/91 Page: 28 
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MCDOmNELL DOUGLAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
Two primary extensions of this analysis to provide more detailed results and justification for computer requirements 
are possible. First, the guidelines used to predict total requirements for each system based on its number of components 
is based on a single sub-system test example knowledge base. This analysis could be extended by developin 
knowledge bases for other systems. The assumption that expert system technology would be used to perform 
autonomous diagnostics may also be affecting the results. There are a number of other emerging artificial intelligence 
technologies which may provide significant advantages and a different set of computer resource requirements. For 
convenience the technologies which could perform diagnostics are defined below: 
Expee System - an intelligent computer system that uses knowledge in the form sf rules to solve problems that are 
difficult enough to require significant human expel-lise for their solution. 
Mow-Based System - a computer system that takes knowledge about the components of a particular system and 
applies search and algorithmic techniques to evaluate the performance between the model and real system. 
Neural Netwsrk - a computer system that can be "trained" to classify information and matches the functionality of 
the human biological decision making process in a very fundamental manner. 
Fuzzy Logic - Systems which are extension of expert systems which involve degrees of probability applied to 
specific rules and conclusions. They are better at handling real world occurrences which are approximate such as 
marginally working, working well but not perfect etc. 
The overall impacts of using various technologies, or even how to compare requirements of these systems in a 
general way is not known at this time. Furthermore the results provided here are only for system diagnostics. The same 
techniques or similar analyses must be done to determine computer requirements for all advanced automation tasks. 
(SYMOBOG.PPT) 8/5/91 Page: 29 
MCI)OAlAlELL. DOUGLAS 
SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY-KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
D Compare andlor contrast the use of rule-based systems, with new andlor 
different Al technologies. For example; What would be the impact of using 
model-based systems versus rule-based systems?; Are neural networks 
applicable? 
-4 
h, -J 
D Conduct a detailed analysis of the number of measurements and 
components in other vehicle systems ie. power distribution, fuel cells, 
reaction control systems, etc. to refine the relative sizes of the LTV 
systems. 
D Develop additional sample knowledge bases to validate memory factors 
Q Develop optimal, acceptable partitioning of system checkout tests to be 
run an a sequential manner to reduce overall requirements 
Q Perform expert system analysis for test support equipment GSE fails 
more frequently than flight hardware (SYMoSDG PPT) 8/5B1 Page 30 
